Warndon Night Street League
Thursday 21 Febuary 2019
Venue and Travel
Event centre is the Lyppard Hub in the Warndon Villages. Address:Lyppard Hub
Ankerage Green
Warndon Villages
Worcester
WR4 0DZ
Come off the M5 at junction 6, head towards the large Tesco superstore, the Lyppard Hub is
situated slightly up the hill from Tesco amongst the local shops. Ankerage Lane is NE up the
hill from the Tesco’s turning near the pedestrian crossing.

Terrain
Typical modern housing estates linked by older rural roads and pathways. The northern end
of the map is considerably lower than the southern end with one steep climb if you want all
the controls.

Map
A4 sized 1:10,000 scale map based on Brian Hughes map. Colour printed but not on
waterproof paper so bring a bag if the forecast is for heavy rain.
Separate control descriptions.

Entries
Entries on the day.
Please reserve a map in advance if possible using this Map reservation form. Spare maps will
be available on the night for anyone who makes a last minute decision to enter.
Registration 18:00-18:45. Main mass start at 19:00. Newcomer start at 19:05.
The variety of urban terrain means that some parts of the course are ideal for newcomers,
as well as the more experienced orienteer. The course is also wheelchair
friendly. Newcomers who would like to view the map and ask questions before starting can
do so after the main mass start. Some tips will be available to help identify route choices
that may offer the most rewarding 'first-time' experience. Newcomers starting later will still
be able to run for the full 60 minutes.

Course
60 minute score event. Visit as many controls as you choose, in any order. All Controls
score 10 points. Total of 21 controls (210points). Penalties of 1 point per 6 seconds over
the 60 minute limit. Straight line distance to visit all controls is 6.8 km (approx. 10 km
minimum running distance). Course closes at 20:20, Hub 21:00.
A variety of control clues to be collected, (treasure hunt style) – numbers – letters – how
many objects etc. Write answers on your clue sheet.

Fees
Seniors £4, Juniors £1 (under 16s must be accompanied by a responsible adult).
Newcomers may participate in pairs if desired (fee is charged per map).

Facilities
A large hall within the Lyppards Hub has been hired for the occasion; there are toilet
facilities. Please keep mud outside the Hub. There is more than adequate car parking. In the
shopping area there is a fish and chip shop, Chinese takeaway and nearby the Lyppard
Grange pub that serves bar food (sizzlingpubs.co.uk), open until 11:30.

Safety
Competitors take part at their own risk. Whistles must be carried. Hi-visibility clothing and
head and/or body torches should be used. Almost all paths are lit, but there are several unlit
lanes that will be used. Be aware of any steps and cycle path gates that you may come
across. Under -16s must be accompanied by a responsible adult.
Some fast flowing roads will need to be crossed; where there are pedestrian crossings
please use them.

Organiser/planner
Nigel Cousins – nigelcousins50@gmail.com – 07935 812603
For latest information and cancellation please check
http://www.harlequins.org.uk/fixtures.html

